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We use an island dynamics model for heteroepitaxial growth to study the narrowing and sharpening of the
island-size distribution as a function of the strain in the submonolayer growth regime. Our island dynamics
model is coupled to an elastic model that is based on atomistic harmonic interactions. The elastic equations are
solved self-consistently at every time step during the simulation for the entire system. This is possible because
the numerical time steps in the island dynamics model that is based on the level set technique are significantly
larger than the time step of a typical atomistic event such as adatom diffusion and detachment while we still
retain all the relevant physics that are associated with adatom diffusion and detachment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Highly ordered and uniformly sized nanoscale patterns
are of increasing relevance in many technological applica-
tions and have therefore been the focus of many recent stud-
ies. Application can range from storage devices1 and
catalysts2 for metallic systems to so-called semiconductor
quantum dots �QDs� for next generation optoelectronic
devices.3 A well-established fabrication process for such
nanopatterns is to grow them via molecular-beam epitaxy.
Optimal control in the synthesis of such nanopatterns re-
quires a fundamental understanding of the processes during
their growth. In this study, we focus on the submonolayer
growth regime for such structures.

For many of these systems there is strain. For example,
typical semiconductor systems used for QDs such as Ge/Si
and InxGa1−xAs /GaAs have a lattice mismatch that leads to
4% and up to 7% strain in the system, respectively. This
strain facilitates the formation and self-organization of arrays
of nanopatterns and QDs.4,5 However, the exact effect of
strain on the driving forces is still not completely under-
stood. For example, is the formation of ordered nanopatterns
ultimately a thermodynamic effect or does strain mainly in-
fluence the kinetics during growth? To answer such ques-
tions, we need models that faithfully include the effects of
strain.

It is difficult to properly include strain in a full three-
dimensional simulation of epitaxial growth for systems of
reasonable �and meaningful� size. The reason is that solving
the elastic equations is rather expensive. It is almost prohibi-
tively expensive to solve the elastic equations at every time
step in an atomistic growth simulation, such as a kinetic
Monte Carlo �KMC� simulation, where a typical numerical
time step is the inverse of the diffusion constant and is often
O�10−6 s� �or smaller�. We note that recent progress has
made it possible to do such KMC simulations6–8 but the
system sizes studied are rather small and at present do barely
allow any statistical analysis. We also note previous
continuum-type work that studied the effect of strain on the
coarsening dynamics of a two-dimensional array of islands.9

One way out of this dilemma is to not solve the elastic
equations globally at every time step but to only solve them
after a certain number of time steps and/or to solve them
only locally �wherever the last event took place�. A global
update is then done periodically10 and the frequency of this
global update has to be tested carefully. Some insight can
also be gained by focusing on two-dimensional models,
where it is a lot faster to solve the elastic equations11,12 or to
study continuum-type models13–15 that typically stress ther-
modynamic arguments but do not include the detailed kinet-
ics. An alternative approach that we will describe below is to
build a model where the numerical time step is significantly
larger but where the model still properly accounts for the
relevant atomistic events. In this approach one also has to
make sure that the results are independent of the numerical
time step. We also note a number of models where the main
effect of strain is effectively accounted for by assuming an
island size and/or height-dependent detachment16,17 or where
strain affects diffusion via a simple 1 /r3 repulsion.18

In this paper, we present an island dynamics model that
employs the level set technique19–21 for the strain-driven
regularization of islands during heteroepitaxy. A virtue and
feature of this method is that we can solve the elastic equa-
tions for the entire system at every time step during the simu-
lation. This is possible because a typical numerical time step
is O�10−2–10−3 s�, which is orders of magnitude larger than
the time scale of microscopic events such as diffusion. Nev-
ertheless, all the atomistic processes are included within this
method. We show that strain leads to a regularization of is-
land sizes in the submonolayer growth regime, as is evident
from the narrowing and sharpening of the island-size distri-
bution �ISD�.

II. OUR MODEL

In our model for epitaxial growth, islands are described
by a level set function and the growth of the islands is de-
scribed by the time evolution of the level set function.19–21

The velocity of the island boundaries is then obtained from
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solving the following diffusion equation for the adatom con-
centration ��x , t�:

��

�t
= F + � · �D � �� − 2

dN

dt
+ � · � �

kBT
D��Ead�� . �1�

In Eq. �1�, D is a diffusion tensor where the diagonal entries
are D�i��x� and D�j��x�. F is the deposition flux, dN /dt is the
nucleation rate, and the last term is the thermodynamic drift,
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
The nucleation rate is given by

dN/dt = �1���D�i��x� + D�j��x��/2	�2�x�
 . �2�

where �1 is a capture number �that is, of order unity22,23� and
the average � · 
 is taken over all lattice sites.

Stochastic elements are required to properly describe is-
land nucleation and the thermal dissociation of small islands.
In particular, the rate of nucleation is deterministic, as de-
scribed by Eq. �2�, but the spatial position of a newly nucle-
ated island is chosen with the probability that is weighted by
the local value of �2�x�.24 Similarly, island breakup is corre-
lated with the local detachment rate Ddet�x� and the probabil-
ity to shrink below the size of a dimer.19 Once an island has
been broken up, we assume fast diffusion and for simplicity
distribute the mass of the island uniformly over the entire
lattice. The detachment rate used in our model is an effective
detachment rate, that is, the average rate for an atom to de-
tach from a boundary �regardless of coordination� and to
subsequently diffuse out of the capture area of the islands. In
other words, we allow for detachment but do not resolve
every detachment and subsequent reattachment event. This
effective detachment rate has been carefully tested and we
refer the reader to Ref. 19. We also note that a coordination-
�or island shape� dependent detachment rate could be incor-
porated but this would not affect the basic message of this
paper.

For the solution of Eq. �1� we enforce the boundary con-
dition

�0�x� = �eq�Dedge�x�,Ddet�x�,x� , �3�

where Dedge�x� is the spatially varying microscopic rate for
edge diffusion.25 We highlight, in particular, the dependence
on Ddet: the higher the detachment rate of adatoms, the
higher the value of �0 at the island boundary.

Our elastic model is essentially an atomistic cubic model
that includes harmonic nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor
terms. We assume that nearest-neighbor springs are twice as
strong as next-nearest-neighbor springs. We define a discrete
profile from the level set function as follows:

hij = ��ij� ,

where � · � denotes the integer part. At each grid point in the
film there is a displacement field defined, uijk. These dis-
placements satisfy a large linear system that is given in Ref.
7. The total elastic energy can be written as

W =
�

2 �
all atoms

Estrain�x� ,

where Estrain�x� is the energy contained in all the springs
connected to the atom located at position x. The expression
we use is an extension to three dimensions from the two-
dimensional formula found in Ref. 26. The scale factor � is
chosen so that the strain energy per atom in a fully strained
system is approx. 0.04 eV for a system with 1% misfit and
0.6 eV for a system with 4% misfit. These numbers are plau-
sible for typical semiconductor systems but we note that all
our results can easily be rescaled �i.e., when we quote below
results for 1% and 5% misfit, this might be a slightly differ-
ent misfit for a particular system�. Moreover, the main pur-
pose of this paper is to report a qualitative trend, as strain
increases.

For each time step we demand that the film is in mechani-
cal equilibrium. This entails solving a large linear system.
The substrate is semi-infinite with the same elastic properties
as the film. It is fully relaxed each time the elastic field is
updated. We use an artificial boundary condition to effi-
ciently include the relaxation of the semi-infinite substrate.
This boundary condition is carefully explained in Ref. 7. The
resulting system is solved with a multigrid-Fourier method.
For details see Ref. 27.

In principle, all of the microscopic parameters D�i��x�,
D�j��x�, Ddet�x�, and Dedge�x� are affected by strain. We found
that the effect on Dedge�x� is essentially irrelevant �since is-
lands are always rather compact within the model� and leave
Dedge�x�=0. We choose D�i��x� and D�j��x� such that their
value is 106 s−1 without strain. The growth temperature
and deposition flux are chosen as T=700 K and F
=1.0 ML /s−1. We then parameterize the strain dependence
according to density-functional theory �DFT� results for a
typical semiconductor system28,29 but also found that the ef-
fect of strain-dependent diffusion parameters is almost irrel-
evant for the strain-driven regularization of the ISD dis-
cussed below. This is different from our work on stacked
quantum dots,29 where we found that the strain-driven varia-
tion in D�i��x� and D�j��x� is crucial for the placement of
islands.

The main effect of strain is the dependence of Ddet on it.
We are not aware of any DFT results or other systematic
study of the dependence of Ddet on strain. But we believe that
it is quite plausible that detachment is enhanced upon both
compressive and tensile strain, and preliminary �unpub-
lished� DFT calculations by us support this assumption.
More precisely, we assume that detachment is enhanced ac-
cording to

Ddet�x� = Ddet
0 �x�exp�Estrain�x�/kBT� , �4�

where Ddet
0 �x� is the detachment rate for the unstrained sys-

tem. Ddet
0 �x� was chosen to be 30 s−1 but we note that our

interpretation of Ddet is different than a detachment rate in an
atomistic simulation �such as a KMC simulation� and that in
fact the value 30 s−1 corresponds to a much higher atomistic
detachment rate. The reason is that our Ddet is an effective
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parameter that combines detachment from an island bound-
ary and escape from the capture zone of the island under
consideration.19 It would therefore be difficult to have a di-
rect numerical comparison with such an atomistic simula-
tion.

III. RESULTS

The parameter Ddet describes the breakup of small islands
�dimers� and the detachment of atoms from �larger� islands.
The effect of strain in our model on the latter is illustrated in
more detail in Fig. 1. We show a typical island morphology
��a� and �e��, the resulting strain energy ��b� and �f�� and its
effect on the detachment rate ��c� and �g��, and boundary

value �0�x� ��d� and �g�� for a system with small strain �left�
and high strain �right�. It is evident that the strain energy in
the middle of the islands as well as around the island edges is
significantly higher for the system with larger strain �f�. As a
result, the detachment rate as calculated according to Eq. �4�
is significantly enhanced �g�, which leads to a higher value
for �0 �h�. We note that Ddet and �0 are defined for the entire
system �as can be seen in Figs. 1�c�, 1�d�, 1�g�, and 1�h�� but
they only have physical meaning around the island bound-
aries. All results shown were obtained for systems of lateral
size 180 �in dimensionless units�, with a numerical resolution
of 256 grid points laterally. We have carefully tested that the
results are not influenced by the system size.

The increased value for �0 at the island boundary implies
that the gradients of � are less steep at the boundaries of
islands with higher strain so that islands with more strain
grow slower than less strained islands. Since smaller islands
are less strained than larger islands, strain slows down
growth of the larger islands more than growth of the smaller
islands, which contributes to the regularization of the island
sizes. This can be seen by comparing Figs. 1�a� and 1�e�,
where it appears that there are more really small islands in
�a� and also a few rather large ones.

An additional and even more important contribution to the
regularization of the islands is the fact that for systems with
large strain, small islands �i.e., dimers� are less stable against
breakup because even for islands as small as a dimer, strain
enhances the detachment rate �which is the same as the
breakup rate for a dimer�. It is well known that enhanced
breakup for dimers also leads to a sharper ISD. The reason is
that small islands that have nucleated in an unfavorable spot
�close to existing, bigger islands� have an enhanced chance
to breakup and to subsequently renucleate in a more favor-
able spot. If the islands are located further apart from each
other, they compete less for additional adatoms and are also
less strained. Therefore, they can grow to islands with a more
regular ISD. In Fig. 2 we show the scaled ISD after the
deposition of 20% of a monolayer, as a function of strain.
The scaled ISD for the system with more strain is clearly
narrower and sharper, which is equivalent to the statement
that the ISD is more regular.
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FIG. 1. The effect of strain in our model. We show results for
1% strain �left column� and 5% strain �right column�. Shown are
typical morphologies after a coverage of 20% �a� and �e�, the cor-
responding elastic energy on the surface �b� and �f�, the resulting
detachment rates �c� and �g�, and adatom concentrations �d� and �h�.
The units of the elastic energy are in terms of the spring constants
that are O�1�. The units of the adatoms concentration are adatoms
per lattice sites. The units of the detachment rate are the number of
detachment events per second. Note that the detachment rates are
effective numbers that are smaller than in an atomistic �KMC�
simulation; we only consider detachment events where the adatoms
do not reattach to the island. The results shown were obtained for
systems of size 180�180 �in units of atomic lattice constants�.
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FIG. 2. The scaled island-size distribution after the deposition of
20% of a monolayer for different values of strain. ns is the number
of islands of size s, sav is the average island size, and � is the
coverage.
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IV. DISCUSSION

In this section, we compare our results with previous the-
oretical and experimental works. The most relevant experi-
mental studies are Refs. 30 and 31, which show the ISD in
the submonolayer regime for InAs on GaAs�001�, a system
with 7% misfit. In addition to the ISD for the overall island
size, both studies also show the ISD with respect to the lat-
eral sizes along the �110� and �1̄10� directions. In both stud-
ies the resulting ISD for the overall size and the ISD along

the �1̄10� resemble each other and the authors suggest that it
is similar to the ISD for homoepitaxy. Close inspection and
comparison to both experimental32 and computational33 stud-
ies of the ISD as a function of reversibility �or temperature�
indicate, however, that the ISDs shown in Refs. 30 and 31
agree best with the ISD for a system with some reversibility.
Whether this reversibility is an effect of the experimental
temperature or an effect of strain is not necessarily clear,
even though the authors of Refs. 30 and 31 suggest that
strain does not play a major role.

However, it is evident in Refs. 30 and 31 that along the
�110� direction the ISD is clearly influenced by strain. After
the average island size reaches a certain value it does not
grow any more with increasing coverage. In other words, the
lateral size of the islands along the �110� direction is
quenched by strain. This scenario �quenched island size
along the �110� direction� agrees well with the results ob-
tained in our model described above, where we describe how
strain slows down growth of islands as they get bigger �and
smaller ones “catch up”�. We note that both of the experi-
mental papers do not study the effect of increasing strain, as
the misfit for InAs on GaAs is fixed at 7%. It is therefore
difficult to say with certainty whether our results are or are
not in agreement with the experiment. We also note in pass-
ing the work of Leonard et al.34 for multilayer growth of
InxGa1−xAs on GaAs�100�. In this study, the authors varied
the composition parameter x �and thus the misfit�. The result-
ing ISDs for the multilayer dots appear to sharpen slightly
with increasing strain. But since this is the multilayer regime,
these results are not directly comparable to our results.

Our results that the ISD sharpens with increasing strain
agree well with older KMC results,16 where the effect of

strain was approximated by a size-dependent detachment
rate. But our results differ from simulation by Nandipati and
Amar,18 and also more recent KMC simulations by Aqua and
Frisch.8 The explanation for this is the following: Nandipati
and Amar18 presented results for the effects of strain on the
ISD for irreversible growth. But as we will discuss below,
the main contribution to the sharpening of the ISD is the
enhanced breakup of small islands upon increasing strain.
Aqua and Frisch8 do have a model that includes breakup of
small islands. But they choose parameters such that the de-
tachment rate is only increased by a factor of �2, which is
not enough to see an effect on the ISD. In comparison, in our
work typical detachment rates are enhanced by a factor of
�2 for 1% misfit but by up to a factor of �500 for 5%
misfit.

The importance of the strain enhanced breakup of small
islands on the sharpening of the ISD is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Here, we present results with the same parameters as above
but do artificially suppress breakup. Growth of bigger islands
is still slowed down with increasing strain �so that small
islands can catch up�. It is evident that the ISD sharpens very
little, which confirms that the enhanced breakup �and re-
nucleation� of small islands is the main driving force for the
sharpening of the ISD.

We also want to discuss the evolution of the island density
�or average island size� as a function of strain. In Figs. 1�a�
and 1�e� it appears that the island density is essentially un-
changed with strain, which is in contrast to the expectation
that more strain leads to more �and smaller� islands. The
reason is the following: while thermodynamic arguments fa-
vor an increased island density �smaller islands� upon in-
creasing strain, there is also an enhanced breakup of islands.
So there is a complicated interplay between these two oppos-
ing mechanisms. In Fig. 4 we show that the island densities
are almost unchanged as strain increases �solid lines� while
the number of nucleation events increases more than three-
fold �thin lines�. But as explained above, more nucleation
does not necessarily lead to more islands on the surface. In
fact, it has been known for a long time that without strain,
enhanced breakup leads to fewer and larger islands.33

V. SUMMARY

The results presented in this communication illustrate that
an island dynamics model that is coupled to the level set
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FIG. 3. The scaled island-size distribution with suppressed
dimer breakup, after the deposition of 20% of a monolayer for
different values of strain. ns is the number of islands of size s, sav is
the average island size, and � is the coverage.
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method is well suited to model epitaxial growth of strained
systems. We have focused in this paper on the submonolayer
growth regime. As a next step, we will show that this method
can also be extended to model multilayer growth and the
formation of full QDs. But some challenges still remain for
this extension. In particular, the boundary condition �3�
needs to be changed to the more general mixed Robin
boundary condition �� /�n+��=	, to account for an addi-
tional step-edge barrier for interlayer mass transport, and its
dependence on strain. This requires new numerical schemes

to solve the diffusion Eq. �1� and is work that is currently in
progress.
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